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Abstract

This century is characterized by dramatic changes in all aspects of human life. Technological changes, the covid-19 pandemic and accompanying factors, fierce competition in every direction and especially in the labor market, have increased the pressure on families and children and added uncertainty and dilemmas for the future. In this context, the well-being of families and the younger generation is in question. In this study, the authors focus on the concept of well-being and the theories on which it is based as well as the changes that this concept has undergone for several decades. They analyze the objective and subjective well-being of children based on the Theory of Ecological Systems by Urie Bronfenbrenner (1992). Based on literature review, there is a high variation in the definition of the term well being. The lack of clarity on the full meaning of the term is seen as a potential factor in the misuse of this concept by professionals who support the well-being of children in schools. The authors address the role of the school family in the well-being of children by highlighting the importance of a systematic assessment of their subjective well-being. Finally, strategies and policies at various levels are discussed, which should be followed to ensure the well-being of new generation.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, Albanian families have faced successive crises and incessantly increasing dilemmas for the future and questioning their well-being. The earthquake of November 26, 2019, caused loss of human lives, injuries, and other traumas. The fragile Albanian economy faced a financial bill of 985 million euros of damages calculated by the Albanian Government in cooperation with specialists from the Council of Europe, the World Bank, and the United Nations. About 1.076 billion euros¹⁶ were estimated for the recovery of the economy. Less than four months after this natural disaster, Albanian families faced the crisis caused by covid-19 pandemic with impossible challenges, not only in terms of health and economic problems, but also challenges related to technological developments and digital skills to cope with the isolation and relocation of home schooling for a long time. Nowadays, they are facing uncertainty and price increases due to the war in Ukraine.

In fact, the entire world just felt relief from the crisis caused by Covid-19 pandemic, entered the economic crisis due

to the Russian occupation of Ukraine. The World Bank’s 2022 spring report states that the economic prospects of the Western Balkan countries are now extremely uncertain. What is certain according to this report is the fact that there is, and it will be high level inflation, for several reasons among which, the increase in the price of energy and food due to supply chain disruptions for both imports and exports, as well as declining tourism revenues (World Bank Group, 2022). The unemployment rate in Albania in 2021 resulted in 11.7% of the total population, where 20.9% of the unemployed are young people. The poverty rate reaches 22% of the population, or in other words, one in five citizens live in poverty (Word Bank Group, 2022: 71). World Bank specialists therefore recommend policies focused on building resilience to cope with crises (Word Bank Group, 2022), which aims to maintain well-being.

This study focuses on the well-being of children but based on the theory of individual development of ecological systems by Urie Bronfenbrenner (1979), it is impossible to treat child well-being detached from the family, school, and social context. Well-being has become the theme of every policy undertaken today in every field, so specialists in the respective fields have treated the concept of well-being, but each from different perspectives. The different purposes of use make it difficult to clearly define the term ‘well-being’ (The Alliance for Child Protection in Humanitarian Action 2019; Ben-Arieh, Casas Frones, & Korbin, 2014; Clarke, 2020). Education policymakers, teachers, employees who support psychological and social well-being in schools, but also parents themselves need to understand the terms used to be able to answer the question: Are they planning and practicing appropriate actions to best serve the well-being of children?

1.1 The concept of well-being and its theoretical basis

The concept of well-being has its origins in Greek philosophical thought appearing in two forms: Hedonic well-being and Eudaimonic well-being, where the first refers to feelings and the second to the functioning of the individual (Ryan & Deci 2001). Hedonic well-being is seen as related to the feelings of satisfaction that one experiences during life, expressed as satisfaction with life. In other words, how the individual feels in their life (Kahneman, Diener, & Schwarz, 1999; Ryan & Deci 2001). This kind of well-being is achieved through experiencing pleasure and joy and is based on the notion of subjective well-being (SWB) that tries to avoid pain and suffering (Ryan & Deci 2001). Eudaimonic well-being is seen in relation to how the individual functions to achieve self-realization and to find meaning in life consistent with human values (Kagan 1992; Ryan & Deci, 2001; Russell, 2014). To summarize, while the hedonic approach focuses on positive subjective state of mind, the Eudaimonic approach focuses on activities or experiences that are objectively positive for personal development (Kagan 1992).

When it comes to the definition of child welfare, there is a high variation of definitions, which describe well-being in its qualitative aspect. Although objective well-being factors such as mortality, poverty level (considering meeting basic housing, food and living and physical security needs), access to health and education services continue to be listed when assessing child well-being. In recent years it has been recommended to add to the measuring instruments a number of subjective well-being factors including the perspective of children (Ben-Arieh, et al. 2014). These genuine evaluation reports or studies include various dimensions such as family and social relationships, education, safety, and their psychosocial well-being (Ben-Arieh, et al. 2014). A special emphasis in subjective well-being studies is given to: “How people evaluate their lives and includes people’s emotional reactions to events, their moods and the judgments they form about life satisfaction” (Kosher and Ben-Arieh 2017: 256). In the variety of definitions of well-being found in the literature, internal factors of individual, family, community, and social aspects are considered.

The Alliance for Child Protection in Humanitarian Action, (2019) has defined child well-being in terms of both objective and subjective well-being as: “Child well-being is a dynamic, subjective and objective state of physical, cognitive, emotional, spiritual and social health in which children: are safe from abuse, neglect, exploitation and violence; meet their basic needs, including survival and development; are connected to and cared for by primary caregivers; have the opportunity for supportive relationships with relatives, peers, teachers, community members and society at large; and have the opportunity and elements required to exercise their agency based on their emerging capacities” (The Alliance for Child Protection in Humanitarian Action, 2019: 23). This definition considers individual, family, community, and contextual factors, which makes this definition suitable to be used in school contexts, although the purpose of formulating this definition has been to accurately orient specialists in humanitarian contexts. Studies show that children’s well-being is related to how and to what extent groups that have an impact on child development meet their needs based on the Ecological Model. So how are the needs of children met by family, school, community, and society (Ben-Arieh 2010; Jones, LaLiberte, & Piescher 2015).

To ensure well-being in schools by professionals it is necessary to know the theoretical frameworks on which the concept of well-being is developed. In fact, there are a complex of theories and models that support the concept of well-being. One of these theories is that of the American psychologist Abraham Maslow (1943) called The Theory of Human
Motivation. This theory explains human needs divided into two categories, which escalate into five levels hierarchically, from the lowest to the highest. At the base of the pyramid of needs lying physiological needs such as the need for food, shelter, fresh air, and water or even quality sleep. The second level is the need for Safety, which includes physical security, health, and income. At the third level lies the need for Belonging, which includes love, acceptance, connectedness to others. Going up to the fourth level, we have high level needs like the need for Self-esteem, which include achievements, status, recognition. The highest level is Self-actualization which includes Fulfilment of one’s potential. This theory has important implications in the field of education as it explains the order of fulfillment of needs to achieve Self-actualization, which means that students in order to have high academic achievement, they must have a set of needs met (Noltemeyer, Bush, Patton, & Bergen, 2012).

The second theory of motivation is the Self-theory of Stanford University professor of psychology Carol Dwek (1999). Growth and Fixed Mindsets that is associated with confidence in the possibility of improvement. People with Fixed Mindset believe that they are born with certain characteristics, which cannot be changed. While people with Growth Mindset think that they can change thanks to the work done to gain new skills. This theory has an impact on student well-being based on research conducted, where people who cultivate Growth Mindsets increase their motivation to learn, experience less stress and present a higher level of their well-being for this reason (Dwek, 1999; Schleider, Abel, & Weisz, 2015).

The model based on positive psychology that explains well-being through the five pillars, is the model of the American psychologist Martin Seligman, (2011) known by the acronym PERMA. These pillars are: Positive emotions (the ability to stay positive); Engagement (being completely focus on activities); Relationships (strong and loving connected to others); Meaning (sense of being purposeful); and Achievement (sense of accomplishment and success). This theory is used today by school psychologists around the world to treat children, to orient pedagogical staff and to support parents with psychoeducation, but also to seek community support to meet the needs of children.

The Bio-ecological Model of the American psychologist of Russian origin, Uri Bronfenbrenner on the development of individual, also has an especially key role in understanding how the needs of children are met in different environments. The model of bio-ecological systems includes four systems that interact and influence the development of the child: microsystem, mesosystem, ecosystem, and macrosystem. The child first interacts with the family environment, which has the greatest impact on him. For many children, the family is the main micro-environment where the child communicates not only with parents but also with siblings, as well as other members in the case of extended families, thus meeting his needs. After the family, equally important are the school peers, sports, artistic, religious, political groups, etc. The interaction between several microsystems constitutes the mesosystem. A typical example is communication between family and school. The ecosystem is the whole community framework in which the individual and his family live. This includes the friendships of parents, their place of work, the numerous services to which citizens have access, but also the media. Although the child or young person does not participate directly in ecosystem decision-making, these decisions have a direct or indirect impact on their life. The events that occur and the decisions that are made in an environment in which the individual belongs, strongly influence his development as they affect the structure of microsystems. The macrosystem is the broader context: cultural, political, social, legal, religious, economic, that of educational values as well as public policies, which are the most important. Thus the macrosystem can be called as the social project, which circulates all other systems (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, in Kashahu, Xhelilaj, 2015).

Another model, but already from a sociological point of view, is the model of the Finnish sociologist Erik Allardt (1976), who describes the fulfillment of some special needs as the source of well-being in every nation and culture. He identified three core needs, such as: 1) Having; 2) Loving, and 3) Being (Allardt, 1976: 228, 230). In this way he confirmed that for well-being both objective and subjective indicators are needed. Researchers Konu & Pimpela (2002) developed a model of school well-being (see Figure 1), based on Bronfenbrenner (1979)’s model of bioecological development and on Allardt’s theory, and on the findings of his 1989 study, where the latter found that there is a positive relationship between objective and subjective factors of well-being and three core needs (having, loving, being).
Theoretical clarity and full understanding of the concept of well-being is the starting point to plan work in schools both for the proper treatment of children, but also for the support of educators and parents to pursue the well-being of children consciously and based on accurate scientific measurements. Conversely, the misuse of this concept by professionals who support the well-being of children in schools may serve as a potential factor (Clarke, 2020; Konu & Pimpelä, 2002). To enable an accurate measurement of child well-being indicators it is necessary to understand how the indicators have changed over time.

1.2 The changes that "well-being" indicators have undergone in recent decades

Researcher Ben-Arieh, after an incredibly detailed analysis summarizes with nine points the difference that the concept of children’s well-being has undergone:

1. Early indicators tended to focus on child survival, whereas recent indicators look beyond survival to child well-being.
2. Early indicators primarily focused on negative outcomes in life, while recent indicators look also at positive outcomes.
3. Current indicators incorporate a children’s rights perspective but look beyond it as well.
4. Early indicators emphasized children’s ‘well-becoming,’ that is, their subsequent achievement or well-being; recent indicators focus also on children’s current well-being.
5. Early indicators were derived from ‘traditional’ domains of child well-being, primarily those determined by...
professions, while recent indicators are emerging from né domains that cut across professions.

6. Early indicators focused on the adult’s perspective, whereas new indicators consider the child’s perspective as well.

7. Early indicators were usually looking at national geographic units, while recent indicators are measured at a variety of geographical units.

8. Recent years have seen efforts to develop various composite indices of children’s well-being; and

9. Recent efforts are guided by their policy relevance (Ben-Arie, 2010:129-142).

This summary is an unbelievably valuable contribution for all professionals who measure the well-being of children, to increase the accuracy of their measuring instruments and the significance of the data they collect.

1.3 Characteristics of families and their impact on the well-being of children

Answering the question of what is good for the child and his well-being to develop properly has engaged not only pediatricians, developmental psychologists, educators, and other professionals who support psychosocial care in schools, but also parents. It is often difficult for all stakeholders to agree on this, as cultural disputes affect definitions of values and perspectives (Ben-Arieh et al, 2014). However, there is a full consensus on the undeniable negative impact of poverty on child well-being (Chaudry, & Wimer, 2016; Evans, 2004) and the fact that parents ‘marital status matters (Krueger, Jutte, Franzini, Elo, & Hayward, 2015).

Studies show better economic stability of two-parent families compared to single-parent families, despite diverse types of single-parent families (Poston & Micklin, 2005). In Albania 24.4% or 1 in 4 marriages end in divorce. Although this is a figure to be considered due to the impact that this indicator has on the well-being of children, in Albania there are still no such studies. I highlight this fact, as studies around the world have shown that the cultural aspect has its effects on reporting the well-being of single-parent children and consequently every country despite the negative relationship between child well-being and family structure, child well-being appears to be different level.

In all this gap there is an attempt to understand the challenges of single parents in fulfilling parental responsibilities. The researcher Kile (2019) has explored this aspect. She has found that these parents face unemployment and economic hardships by seeking the help of family members. Their biggest problem is housing and since they do not have economic opportunities, they live in apartments that lack basic conditions. This study shows that divorced parents who have the right of custody, do not pay any financial contribution for the upbringing of children and after divorce do not show any interest in them. Support from various social services and NGOs focusing on families and children is sporadic and insufficient. The well-being of children in single-parent families has been influenced by cultural attitudes towards this type of family from society, but also by state policies and contributions to support them (Chapple, 2009). Therefore, studies of this nature are necessary to understand the effect of family status on the well-being of children in Albania.

Based on scientific evidence, it results those children from single-parent families where the mother is the head of the household and children of parents who cohabit in different ways (Kenney, & McLanahan, 2006) have resulted in lower academic and behavioral achievements, compared to children coming from pristine families (Brown & Rinelli, 2010; Scharte, Bolte, & GME Study Group 2013). Cohabiting couples have lower social and economic status. These parents are characterized by a higher unemployment rate than married couples and have fewer legal rights over the family. These factors make these families more at risk of sharing its effects on children (Kenney, & McLanahan, 2006).

Studies show that in addition to the family structure, the well-being of children can be destroyed by several factors, which are again very much related to the family, but also beyond. In these studies poverty is the key word (Chaudry & Wimer, 2016; Counterpoint Research 2008; Pannilage, 2017), but other factors are also listed such as: unsafe environments (Counterpoint Research 2008), limited opportunities for “quality” family time (Counterpoint Research 2008; Pannilage, 2017) and family disharmony (Pannilage, 2017); lack of love and care for children (Pannilage, 2017), children's exposure to domestic violence (Chaudry, & Wimer, 2016; Evans, 2004; Pannilage, 2017) and other forms of violence (Evans, 2004), political correctness “gone mad” (Counterpoint Research 2008:54) as well as discrimination of families for socio-cultural reasons (Pannilage, 2017).

In Albania it is reported that 27% of families with children aged 0-17 are at risk of being poor (INSTAT, 2021), while Eurostat reports that 51% of the population in Albania are at risk of poverty and social exclusion. There is a discrepancy in the figures, as the methodologies used are different and that governments set their own minimum wage, referring to
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sets out the vision for education: young people? How do educators and families understand this? The draft National Education Strategy (NES) 2021-2026 quality education. How and to what extent is this goal of sustainable development related to the well-being of children and lifelong learning opportunities for all”, (UNESCO, 2015). This goal turns attention to the two terms inclusive education and quality education. The fourth goal of this Agenda is to: “Ensure inclusive and equal qualitative education, and promote make decisions, recognizing this side of the coin as well.

The education system and the role of school in the well-being of children

We return once again to the question of what is good for the child and his well-being? How did the Albanian parents understand this and how did they intend to solve it? What opinion would psychologists have in this context? Albania’s exceptionally long transition to membership in the European Union has exhausted Albanians and for years they think they have found the formula to ensure a dignified and well-being life for their children. Previous experiences as immigrants have taught them that the only solution to integrate into democratic societies is to educate children in the prestigious universities of the most developed OECD countries, and of the United States of America and beyond, to prepare them for international labor market. Albanian parents choose countries with high living standards and career opportunities, valuing education abroad for higher education as a long-term investment strategy that gives their children the chance to gradually integrate in the countries where they study, not to return more in Albania. And yet, this is a strategy that can only be used by families who have high social status, above average income level, and enjoy wealth status (Gëdeshi & King 2020).

The reasons that Albanians see as the only way to ensure the well-being of children leaving the country are related to political correctness ‘gone mad’ (Counterpoint Research 2008:54). Albanians cite several factors that are related to misgovernance such as: elevated level of corruption, lack of meritocracy, low trust in the justice system, economic and social problems, inferior quality of health and education services, lack of security, dissatisfaction with the political class etc. To “save the children”, they spend everything they have and possess, making extraordinary sacrifices. On the other hand, entering prestigious universities is a challenge that requires advance investment starting from intensive foreign language courses, but not only (Gëdeshi & King 2020). In addition to the extremely high financial cost, the commitment to achieve high academic results and the level required to become part of the best Universities, causes stress not only for children, but also for their families who undertake these types of investments. On the other hand, even though this brain hemorrhage has been going on for more than 20 years, no one has studied the subjective level of well-being of outgoing students and how they have coped with immigration processes and the costs to their well-being. Parents need this scientific evidence to make decisions, recognizing this side of the coin as well.

1.4 The education system and the role of school in the well-being of children

We live in globalization and as a result many policy perspectives are international. The Sustainable Development Agenda 2030 is one of the documents that orients education policy at the international level which highlights the need for inclusive and quality education. The fourth goal of this Agenda is to: "Ensure inclusive and equal qualitative education, and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all", (UNESCO, 2015). This goal turns attention to the two terms inclusive education and quality education. How and to what extent is this goal of sustainable development related to the well-being of children and young people? How do educators and families understand this? The draft National Education Strategy (NES) 2021-2026 sets out the vision for education:
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researchers that schools focus on academic achievement at the expense of child well-being (Heller-Sahlgren, 2018), but there are also studies that show that high academic achievements also have an impact on student
human capital, which is why so much attention is paid to them. Meanwhile, it has been proven that children's well-being is
related to their academic achievements (Kaya, & Erdem, 2021; Spratt, 2017; Steinmayr, Heyder, Naumburg, Michels &
Xhelilaj 2015), seen through the lens of Putnam theory (Putnam, 2000, in Kashahu, Xhelilaj 2015) for the development of
well-being (Kaya, & Erdem, 2021). The school's mission today is seen as related to creating the competencies needed to be productive and grow healthily. Child well-being has attracted the attention of many researchers from different fields to understand the relationships that exist between child well-being and their academic achievements, but also beyond. Studies in the field of economics show that students' academic achievement is predictive of economic growth of countries (Hanushek, & eossoesamm, 2007 in Kashahu, Xhelilaj 2015), seen through the lens of Putnam theory (Putnam, 2000, in Kashahu, Xhelilaj 2015) for the development of human capital, which is why so much attention is paid to them. Meanwhile, it has been proven that children's well-being is related to their academic achievements (Kaya, & Erdem, 2021; Spratt, 2017; Steinmayr, Heyder, Naumburg, Michels & Wirtheein 2018), but there are also studies that show that high academic achievements also have an impact on student
well-being (Kaya, & Erdem, 2021).
In this context it is appropriate to ask: What can school do for the well-being of family and children? There have been
discussions among researchers that schools focus on academic achievement at the expense of child well-being (Heller-
Sahlgren, 2018), which have been judged to be inaccurate due to the methodology used to make measurements (Clarke,
2020). Researcher Clarke, after analyzing in detail the study of Heller-Sahlgren, (2018), concludes that it is not necessary to exchange academic achievement with the well-being of students based on her finding but also on the findings of Cigman, (2012) who confirms that the school has the potential to guarantee both academic achievement and student well-being.
First, to understand how school can do this, we will dwell on the findings of neuroscience, which prove the plasticity of the brain, in favor of well-being training as a skill which can be formed through the continuous exercise of the four components of well-being as emotional resilience, positive attitudes, focus on the present, and generosity (Dahl, Wilson-Mendenhall, & Davidson, 2020). By emotional resilience, we understand the ability of individuals to acquire and overcome life's difficulties. By positive attitudes we mean the ability to positively perceive life events and the ability to find the best in everything and in every individual. By focusing on the present, we mean the ability to enjoy the moment and stay in the present in its full sense, without focusing on the worries of the past and without being overly afraid of thinking about the future. While with generosity they will understand every act of kindness they do in relation to others, which turns out to produce well-being for individuals who show kindness to others. The work of educating these qualities is more fruitful if it
begins with educating parents not only in this regard, but also with their support to understand aspects of their children's well-being and the relationships between parenting styles. Schools have opportunities, but they need to develop capacities to help parents in this regard.

Second, we will look at formal, informal, and hidden curricula where I can intentionally incorporate the above four indicators with the aim of training them to develop these skills. So, promoting well-being through the curriculum in the broadest sense. Regarding the formal curriculum, schools are obliged to follow the programs defined by the curriculum framework according to the levels, but the seriousness and quality of its practical implementation is related to the school staff and the way in which teachers include families in learning activities, knowledge, skills, and competencies planned in the curriculum by levels. Specifically, the physical education hours are defined in the curriculum, but the quality of realization of the topics is to be considered. In school children learn about the importance of balanced nutrition and self-care, about various diseases and their prevention, about the importance of the developmental stages of their body and the care they should show, about addictive substances, about care to physical security to be protected from accidents and other harmful events, to care to establish positive relationships and care for people in need, etc. All of this has to do with the well-being of the students, so it is important for them to feel that these are not just learning topics, but are a practical part applied in their life.

It is impossible for every educational goal and achievement to be realized only through the formal curriculum. If we refer to the achievements of Albanian students in PISA, we are still far from realizing the goal of quality education. According to PISA results calculations by World Bank 2018 specialists, 48% of Albanian students possess at least the minimum level of reading (males 37.9% and females 58%) at the end of the ninth grade. Similarly, 58% of students completing compulsory education possess at least the minimum level of skills in mathematics (males 55.9% and females 59.4%) (INSTAT, 2021). Informal curriculum is a way to support the goals of education through various informal activities such as reinforcement programs or various sports, cultural, scientific or even political clubs such as debate clubs. In Albania, the number of SACC has reached 400. From public funds in each school are paid based on Instruction no. 30, dated 12.09.2018, 10 hours a week for teachers engaged in activities in support of students, families and the community. However, studies show that school principals and aspiring principals feel that so many hours are insufficient to achieve the goals of the SACC (Kashahu, Xhelili & Satka, 2022). Whereas when we talk about the hidden curriculum, we refer to the sharing of common values and ethics between teachers, students, parents and school community. The school uses different strategies to send its messages to student communities, parents and beyond, about what is a priority. These messages can be related to mutual respect, zero tolerance for bullying and discrimination, culture of caring for each other, or even the priority of preserving everyone's well-being.

Third, all school staff should be promoters of the well-being of not only the children but also themselves. Familiarity of teachers, parents and all support staff with child well-being protection guidelines should be within the school's goals and should be carefully planned. This raises the need for training to support all stakeholders with information and opportunities to develop new habits in building strategies to understand the condition of children and their treatment. But given that teaching is a profession with high burnout, it is considered special support for teachers to build positive strategies to cope with stress and overload at work (Kashahu, Xheliliaj, Petani & Ntalla, 2021), as the lack of teacher well-being is inevitably reflected in students.

Fourth, targeted interventions are an opportunity to ensure that students' needs are met according to their individual characteristics and those of their families, when the impact of family characteristics on the well-being of children is noticeably clear. We strongly believe that the School as a Community Center is the right approach to solve the problems caused by poverty. Referring to the figures on poverty and the experience of situations of violence by children mentioned in the introduction of this study, but also the demands on the inclusion of students, I think that schools in Albania need cooperation not only with local government and policies but must find forms to set up joint working groups with various agencies and organizations to share information on student needs and to provide coordinated support. We relate this to John DeWey's philosophical concept, according to whom school should be the place where community life takes place, where students learn not only contemporary knowledge, but acquire skills and habits to find solutions to their own problems and their families. (Dewey, 2003, in Kashahu, Xhelili & Satka, 2022). Some examples of targeted interventions may be, for example, child development specialists to support children with learning difficulties, or gifted children, coordinating family-school interaction to find solutions to current problems, especially for families with disabilities, low socio-economic income, management assistance groups on problems of inappropriate behavior etc.

Finally, schools have a duty to show transparency about the quality of service they provide. Since 2015, schools report several indicators based on the School Performance Charter document. Referring to the model of Allardt, (1976), it
would be good if the transparency reports did not include only some indicators of the conditions offered by the school and academic achievement that are related to objective well-being but also to include subjective indicators of well-being related to social relationships (school climate, teacher-student relationship, teacher-parent, student-student, bullying, cooperation with families, etc.) or self-fulfillment (evaluation of student work and achievement, opportunities to engage in stimulating activities according to personal interests, the opportunity to be involved in decision-making at school, etc.) but also health indicators (overall health condition and treatment to strengthen mental health). To carry out the evaluation of health indicators, it is necessary to draft work protocols for the systematic assessment of students' well-being, but this requires continuous investments in the development of the capacities of psycho-social service employees in schools.

2. Conclusions

Strategies and policies to ensure the well-being of the younger generation, and their implementation with truthfulness, correctness and honesty must be the mission of our lives, regardless of the sector to which we contribute. We live in the best age of humanity, with so much knowledge and constant development. There are so many studies and communication between scientists in various fields around the globe, which have completely opened our eyes to understand what is valuable to achieve the well-being of children, not only as their undeniable right, but also as an obligation to protect the country's human capital from destruction. This is both a professional and a patriotic responsibility. Through careful policymaking, but also their systematic evaluation and where everyone responsibly performs his task, especially in schools, we will be able to break the cycle of poverty.

The results of studies have made it clear that children are much more sensitive and affected far more than adults from poverty and that children raised by poor parents have a high probability of repeating the story of their growing parents (Cheng, Johnson, & Goodman, 2016). Bronfenbrenner's Bioecological Model of Development (1979) make us aware that the child is entirely related to the well-being of the family and the school and entire society must understand that everyone truly desires the well-being of the child, firstly must invest in the well-being of the child’s family. Our sensitivity and reaction should be enormous to the risk factors that poor families typically have as insufficient parental education to fit the job market, single-parent families, or families where only one parent is the provider. The most appropriate way to reduce the effects of poverty is to support parents in maintaining parental responsibility, educating them, and providing quality education to their children, so that they can develop the skills needed for adequate employment when they grow up (Cheng, Johnson, & Goodman, 2016). Based on the research products of Harvard Center on the Developing Child19, proper intervention in the moments when the child develops is the most effective way than take care of repairing the damage caused by poverty later. In other words, the role of the school in helping empowerement of families is crucial.

We return in considering to “the hope of escaping poverty and depersonalisation”. We need to study more about risk and promotional factors of child well-being in Albania, at the same time we need to know the results of sporadic interventions to ensure child well-being at all levels of their education. If there was scientific evidence on the subjective well-being about students leaving families with the mission to never return to a place, they think that never will be done, Albanian parents would at least think again about this mission. Seeing the impact of emigration processes on the well-being of their children, they would assess differently the return of children to their homeland. They would understand that each of us has our own contribution to “a place that never will be done”, and this can not happen just because of some of people. The political and policy-making environment in Albania is exceedingly difficult, but to withdraw from participating in various levels of government means to leave the country in the hands of those who should not and accept the costs that will be paid by next generations. Therefore, we have no choice but to do our best, to be vigilant and to take on the obligations as active citizens in ensuring the well-being of our children and our country.
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